Welcome to the new Community Healthcare System website! We would like to point out a few of the new site’s main features to help you get comfortable with the layout.

**Find Information**
There are a few different ways to get the information you want.
- Search – located at the top of every page, you can search for anything on the site
- Topics – listed at the top of every page, you can click on the topic menu to see all of the related content
- Customized Content on the Homepage – dynamic content will change regularly to reflect what’s new with the Community Healthcare System. On the Homepage you can:
  - Find a Doctor – search doctors by last name, city, specialty or hospital
  - Find a Healthcare Facility – search by zip code or services
  - Search Events and Classes – upcoming classes/events within Community Healthcare System

**Filter Search Results**
You can filter both the Find a Doctor and Locations sections using a few different methods:

**For Find a Doctor:**
- By last name – searches doctors in all Community Healthcare facilities by last name
- By city – searches doctors in all Community Healthcare facilities by city
- By specialties – searches doctors in all Community Healthcare facilities by doctor specialty
- By hospital – searches doctors in all Community Healthcare facilities by hospital

**For Find a Location:**
- By zip code – searches locations of Community Healthcare facilities by zip code
- By city – searches locations of Community Healthcare facilities by city
- By service – searches locations of Community Healthcare facilities by service
- By facility type - searches locations of Community Healthcare facilities by facility type

You can also use standard search strategies to narrow your results. For example, search “breast cancer” or enter a specific doctor name, if you know it.